Abstract. The paper builds a real-time system of 3D profile measurement using structuredlight imaging. It allows a hand-held object to rotate free in the space-time coded light field, which is projected by the projector. The surface of measured objects with projected coded light is imaged; the system shows surface reconstruction results of objects online. This feedback helps user to adjust object's pose in the light field according to the dismissed or error data, which would achieve the integrality of data used in reconstruction. This method can acquire denser data cloud and have higher reconstruction accuracy and efficiency. According to the real-time requirements, the paper presents the non-restricted light plane modelling which suits stripe structured light system, designs the three-frame stripes space-time coded pattern, and uses the advance ICP algorithms to acquire 3D data alignment from multiple view.
Introduction
With the rapid expansion of the digitization of 3D shape of objects, such as applications in industry, design and entertainment, the structured light method as a part of active 3D vision has become one of hot researches [1] . It is because that it has higher accuracy, denser data and faster acquisition. But traditional method has some problems, for example dismissed data at points where projected spots are hidden from camera by object, missing or error data due to specularities [2] , and keeping the projected stripe in focus during entire scanning procedure. In order to overcome those, the paper builds the realtime 3D surface measurement system using structured light. It has to make user as intervenor, the user holds object in hand and slowly rotate it according to feedback. So the lost and unscanned area would be measured again, which ensure the integrated 3D model of object's surface. The alignment algorithm of system is optimized to work well given the small translations and rotations that occur when the object is moved slowly by hand. Although the system has to acquire a human in the loop, it eliminates the need for complicated calibrated motion control stages, and it also eliminates the time delay occurred by offline processing.
Main contents of the paper convolve 3D data acquisition and multi-view data alignment in realtime structured light system. The goal of data acquisition is to return the 3D profile of a moving object as seen from a single viewpoint in real-time. In order to produce complete models of rigid objects, the system uses the Iterated Closest Points algorithm to put multi-view data transform into the uniform reference frame and achieve furthest alignment of data from the overlap area. In following sections, the paper would describes the detail of each part, one is based on the real-time measurement system using structured light, which concludes the measurement modeling and coded light designing for realtime requires, next is data alignment from multi-view, final part is to analyze the performance of the whole system according to the experiments. Figure 1 shows the typical structured light system. Main hardware concludes a projector used to project coded patterns and a camera used to capture images. Stripe l projected by projector intersects the surface at curve L which can reflect the characteristic of surface. Curve L and projected centre P of the projector compose the light plane S points X in the curve are the measured points and imaging on the camera plane (CP). The 3D positions of points on the object's surface are determined by the projected correspondence between points on light plane S and points on camera plane CP. In order to acquire the full range image, it is necessary to project multiple stripes at one time. Although projecting multiple stripes can get faster data acquisition, such a system must have some problems of determining which stripe is which. So the coded light must be used. As mentioned above, the structured light system should be constituted by two parts: one is the principle of 3D acquisition; the other is the designing of coded light. Then the paper would analyze these parts according to real-time system. 
Real-time structured light system

Structured light principle and modeling
Aim at the limit of parallel positions between camera and projector in the traditional structured-light system [3] , the paper proposes the non-restricted light plane modeling according to the principal of light plane, which the geometry constraint in parallel location is replaced by the coplanarity constraint in light plane. The measurement principle follows as Figure 2 . x f u f v y n n n n x n y n z z (1) where f is the focus of camera,(n x ,n y , n z ) and (x 0 ,y 0 , z 0 ) are normal vector and reference point X 0 of each light plane respectively, (u, v) is the coordinate value of stripe boundary in image plane.
Real-time coded light designing
As mentioned above, the light plane consists in projected curve L and projected center P and it suits stripe coding. Binary black/white coded light is easy to determine and can gain faster and more accurate decode. Temporal coded light based on stripe is a practical method, but it has the disadvantage: the object being scanned must not move while the coded frames are being obtained [4] . Otherwise the system is likely to obtain incorrect stripe codes, and hence incorrect 3D data. So the system makes use of coherence of space and time in each stripe boundary of coded light frames, which can reduce the dependence of coded pattern on time consistency and decrease number of coded frame. Space-time coded light is the tradeoff of the time and space coded, takes full advantage of those and meet requirements of real-time system and accuracy.
Hall-Holt and Rusinkiewicz [6] pointed out the space-time stripe coded pattern, which makes use of four different patterns with binary boundary coded (2 8 =256 codes). But in order to avoid decode error and obtain correct data, there are only 111 available codes. Therefore its coding efficiency is =N w /N max =N w /2 n =111/2 8 43.4 . The paper designs the efficient stripe space-time coded light. This coded light is made up of threeframe coded patterns; it could obtain 56 stripe boundaries. The pattern can get 6 binary bits with 2 6 =64 codes. In order to avoid decode error there are 56 available codes and 8 codes is eliminated. So its coding efficiency is increased from 43.4% (Hall-Holt and Rusinkiewicz [6] ) to 56/2 6 =87.5 . So it can reduce number of coding patterns, increase the coding and decoding speed of whole system and more suit real-time measurement.
The coded light pattern follows as Figure 3 . The system cycles among three frames, captures video with a synchronized CoolSnap digital camera, determines the boundary tracking and decoding, and returns the 3D data online. Figure 3 . A three-frame coded patterns. Each pattern has 56 stripe boundaries (57 stripes), each boundary has a unique code, and the code is determined by either side of the boundary over the sequence of three frames.
3D data registration
The previous section described the design of real-time structured light system capable of returning 3D shape of a moving object as seen from a single view in real time. But the goal of the system is to produce complete models of rigid objects. So in order to gain data from full view of objects, it is necessary to align the multiview 3D data into unique coordinate system and process data rending and reconstruction. There are some common methods, one used the high precision turnplate, the other is based on data geometry characteristic of overlap area. According to real-time system, we choose the method based on data geometry characteristic of overlap area. The common one is Iterative Closest Points (ICP).
Since Iterative Closest Points (ICP) algorithm was proposed by Besl and McKay (1992) [7] , Chen and Medioni(1991) [8] , it has been widely used in the appliances that original position was known. As described in Rusinkiewicz and Levoy(2001) [9] , it is possible to decompose the ICP algorithm into six stages:
Selection of some set of points in one or both sets (Subsample): In order to advance the speed of data alignment, subsample can use lesser data and gain more reliable alignment results. Typical methods are uniform and random subsampling. Searching closest point pairs: the processing time of ICP algorithm mainly depends on this step. Besl [7] initially adopted searching the closest distance between two point sets, Chen [8] proposed normal shooting searching closest point pairs. There were some methods based on color and texture.
Weighting the corresponding pairs appropriately: In order to gain the correct alignment, it is possible to use the other information to weight the pairs, such as the 3D data normal.
Rejecting some edge and inefficacy points: Due to those edge and inefficacy pairs, it is possible to happen to gain wrong results during estimating the rigid transform. So it is necessary to reject those incorrect pairs. When distance between pairs exceeds the threshold, the pairs would be regard as inefficacy points.
Assigning the error metric: Rigid transform is estimated by minimizing the error metric. This is usually point-to-point distance or point-to-plane distance.
Minimizing the error metric: There are methods to gain rigid transform base on point-to-point distance, such as SVD (Arun [10] ), unit quaternions and orthonormal matrices (Horn [11] [12] ). According to described above, the paper makes use of the advanced iterative closed points algorithm (ICP), which can achieve 3D data alignment. Algorithm used in the system is followed:
Step 1: Preprocessing the model data. By searching the closest three points composing tri-plane in model set, it can calculate some geometry characteristic, such as normal vector and plane equation.
Step 2: Searching points with closest distance from points of goal set to tri-plane of model set. During searching processing, it is necessary to use the prior knowledge of neighbor points, which advance searching speed.
Step 3: Rejecting edge points and points with conflicting distribution of neighbor points.
Step 4: Assigning the point-to-plane error metric, minimizing it and estimating rigid transform.
Step 5: Applying present rigid transform, iterative estimating more correct transform. The iterative processing would end when the distance between points is more than the threshold.
Experiments
In our system, a DLP projector circularly projected these coded frames, and a digital video CoolSnap camera synchronized with projector captures image, computer performs the boundary tracking and decoding, and returns a range image at each point in time. We have tested our implementation on a scene of teaport and cup. The results of two objects prove the feasibility of this method, which is proposed in the paper. This follows as Figure 4 and Figure 5 . As mentioned above, the system can produced correct results in moving object case. But there are some limitations, such as complicated textures and some disturbs on surface, surface's reflectance. It is usually that happen to error data on the silhouettes.
